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Abstract. This paper proposes a decision-tree based hybrid filter-
wrapping method to solve multiple-feature recognition problems. The
decision tree is constructed by various feature sets. Each tree node com-
prises all possibilities of individual feature combinations: the original
features, the serial fusion of original features, and the parallel fusion of
original features. In order to generate the best discriminate feature set,
a two-stage feature searching algorithm is developed. The first stage is a
kind of feature filtering method to find out the local optimal individual
features in each level of the tree using a LDA-motivated discrimination
criterion. The second stage is a global optimal feature vector generation
based on a kind of forward wrapping method. In contrast to literature fea-
ture fusion methods which considered filter and wrapping separately, our
method combines them together. Furthermore, since our method takes
all possibilities of feature combinations into consideration, it is more
likely to generate the best discriminate feature set than other feature
fusion methods. In addition, our method also compensates discrimina-
tion if some portions of original features are missing. The effectiveness
of our method is evaluated on a 3D dataset. Comparative experimental
results show that our method can impressively improve the recognition
accuracy and has better performance than existing methods.

Keywords: Decision-tree · Hybrid filter-wrapping · Feature fusion ·
Face recognition

1 Introduction

Information fusion is promising for a large extent of applications in modern
image/video retrieval or pattern recognition systems. The multimodality fusion
strategies are often categorized by feature fusion, match score fusion, and deci-
sion fusion [13]. Compared with match score fusion and decision fusion, feature
fusion shows obvious advantages [4]. Wisely integrating multiple feature vectors
extracted from the same pattern or from different patterns will not only enhance
the discrimination of the features, but also eliminate redundancies.
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Existing feature fusion methods can be divided into two categories: serial fea-
ture fusion and parallel feature fusion [13]. Serial fusion groups multiple feature
vectors into a new vector, and is doomed to deal with high dimensional fea-
ture vectors. Recently, several methods of this kind were proposed. For example,
Canonical Correlation Analysis (CCA) in [6,12] was used to fuse audio-visual
features in which the representations of projected audio and visual features in
their own subspaces were able to preserve the correlation conveyed by the origi-
nal audio and visual feature spaces. However, the applications of CCA are merely
limited to the situation that the covariance matrix of the feature space is nonsin-
gular. Another method presented in [1] used Partial Least Squares (PLS) regres-
sion for feature pair fusion. Although the fused feature set using this method
may have better discrimination, its (the feature vector) dimension is also multi-
plied. This obviously leads to more difficulties in afterward processing. Parallel
feature fusion is achieved by combining multiple feature vectors into a new vec-
tor in parallel. The popular parallel feature fusion methods include Probabilistic
fusion methods [10], Adaptive Neuro-Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS), Support
Vector Machine (SVM) [3], sum rule [7], Fisher Linear Discriminate Analysis
(FLDA) [5,8,9], Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) [18], and so
on. These feature fusion methods simply concatenate or integrate several het-
erogeneous features together [4]. Nevertheless, systems adopting such feature
fusion may not always have a better performance due to unbalanced combina-
tion of multiple feature sets. Considering the limitations of current feature fusioin
methods, we are trying to develop a new approach to overcome aforementioned
drawbacks.

In supervised learning, feature selection algorithms are usually grouped into
two categories: filtering and wrapping. Filters use an evaluation function that
relies solely on properties of the data, thus are independent on any particular
algorithm. Wrappers use the inductive algorithm to estimate the value of a
given subset. Wrapper methods are widely recognized as a superior alternative
in supervised learning. However, even for algorithms that exhibit a moderate
complexity, the number of executions that the search process requires results in
a high computational cost. This paper proposes a hybrid filter-wrapping method
based on a decision tree to combine the advantages of filter and wrapper together
while avoiding their shortcomings meanwhile. The decision tree is constructed
by hybrid feature combinations of original feature sets. For a modality system
with n feature sets of the same length N , the i-th (i = 1, 2, . . . N) level of the
decision tree has [n+2(Cn

2 +Cn
3 + · · ·+Cn

n)]i−1 tree nodes, and each node at
the same level possesses the same children including n sub-features in the i-th
dimension of the original feature sets, Cn

2+Cn
3+ · · ·+Cn

n serial fusion of these
sub-features, and Cn

2 +Cn
3 + · · ·+Cn

n parallel fusion of these sub-features. An
example consisting of three feature sets is shown in Fig. 1. The advantage of using
decision-tree is that all possibilities of feature combinations can be taken into
consideration. However, if the best feature set searching exhausts all possibilities,
it requires extremely high computational cost. In order to do it efficiently and
effectively, a two-stage feature searching algorithm is proposed. The first stage is
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Fig. 1. An example of individual feature combinations: the combination of the j-th
features of multiple features sets

a filter seeming method to find out the local optimal individual features in each
level of the tree based on a LDA-motivated discrimination criterion. The second
stage is a forward wrapping method to generate the global optimal feature set.
However, our method differs from the classical wrappers that usually combine
and visit all features. Through doing experiments, we find that some features
are redundant or even downgrading the performance. Here, PCA + LDA is used
to generate features in much lower dimensional feature space. This scheme does
not only guarantee the accuracy improvement, also reduces the computational
cost significantly.

The advantages of our method are as follows: 1. The two-stage feature search-
ing algorithm, which combines filter and wrapping together, not only finds out
the local best individual features, but also generates a global optimal feature set;
2. Our method takes all possibilities of feature combinations into account: the
original features, the serial fusion of original features, and the parallel fusion of
original features. This characteristic makes our method more likely to generate
the best feature vector than literature feature fusion methods; 3. Once some
portions of original features are missing, the proposed algorithm can self-adjust
the weights among original features so that it can compensate feature missing
problem.

The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Sect. 2 presents the con-
struction of the decision tree, and the two-stage feature searching algorithm in
details. In Sect. 3, comparative experiments are reported and the performance
of our method is analyzed. Finally, Sect. 4 concludes this paper.
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2 Decision-Tree Based Hybrid Filter-Wrapping Method
for Feature Fusion

The method can be roughly divided into four steps: 1. the construction of the
decision-tree; 2. the local optimal feature selection based on a proposed Maximal
Classifiable Criterion (MCC); 3. the sorting of the feature vector according to
the MCC score; and 4. the forward global optimal feature selection.

2.1 Construction of the Decision Tree

Feature fusion is performed after feature extraction using PCA [15] and LDA [2].
Here, PCA is used for dimension reduction and LDA is used to generate fea-
ture vectors in the lower dimensional space. LDA is implemented via scatter
matrix analysis. For an n-class problem, the within-class and between-class scat-
ter matrices Sw, Sb are calculated as follows:

Sw =
∑n

i=1 Pr(Ci)Σi. (1)

Sb =
∑n

i=1 Pr(Ci)(mi − m0)(mi − m0)T , (2)

where Pr(Ci) is the prior class probability and usually replaced by 1/n with the
assumption of equal priors. Please refer to [2] for more details.

The decision tree is constructed by the sub-features in the same dimension of
the original feature sets. The node at the j-th level comprises the sub-features in
the j-th dimension of original feature sets and the new serial and parallel fused
sub-features. Thus, the height of the tree equals to the number of dimensions N
of the original feature sets. For a modality system of n different feature sets, each
tree node at j-th level has n+2(Cn

2 +Cn
3 + · · ·+Cn

n) children nodes including
the n original sub-features in the (j+1)-th dimension, the Cn

2+Cn
3+ · · ·+Cn

n

serial fusion of these sub-features, and the Cn
2 +Cn

3 + · · · +Cn
n parallel fusion

of these sub-features. All the tree nodes at the same level have the same children.
Figure 1 shows an example. There are three heterogeneous feature sets:F 1, F 2,
and F 3. Each tree node at j-th level has 11 children, including 3 original sub-
features in the (j + 1)-th dimension, 4 parallel fused sub-features and 4 serial
fused sub-features. The decision tree is shown in Fig. 2.

The serial fusion sequentially connects all original sub-features in the same
dimension to generate a new feature. The parallel fusion often linearly combines
all sub-features by a weighted sum rule defined in Eq. (3).

V = w1X1 + w2X2 · · · + wiXi · · · + wnXn, (3)

where Xi denotes the i-th original feature set. In [11,14,16], the weights are
determined by the recognition accuracy of each original feature set. In [9], the
weights are defined by trace(Sb./Sw), where Sb and Sw are defined in Eqs. (1)
and (2), respectively. Through conducting these two weight calculation methods,
we find that the latter is not always proportional to the former one. For example,
the trace(Sb./Sw) of three feature images: maximum principal curvature image
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Fig. 2. An example decision-tree for a modality system of 3 feature sets. The nodes
at the j-th level represent the combinations of the individual sub-features in the j-th
dimension: the original sub-features, the parallel fusion of these sub-features, and the
serial fusion of these sub-features. Each node at the same level has the same children.
The height of the tree equals to the dimensions of the original feature sets.

(MPCI), average edge image (AEI), and range image (RI) have a order as RI >
AEI > MPCI, however the recognition accuracy of them are RI > MPCI > AEI.
Therefore, we can say that either the trace(Sb./Sw) or the recognition accuracy
alone is not adequately robust to determine weights for fusion. In this paper,
a new weight calculation method which combines the two weight calculation
method together is proposed as follows:

w(i,j) = 1
2 × (nTrace(i,j)(Sb./Sw) + dA(i,j)), (4)

where w(i,j) is the weight of the sub-features in the j-th dimension of the i-th
feature set, Trace(i,j) is the trace of the Sb./Sw, calculated from these sub-
features, and the dA(i,j) (short for dimensionalAccuracy(i,j)) is the recognition
accuracy of these sub-features. As trace(i,j) and dA(i,j) are of different data
ranges, we, therefore, normalize the trace to the range of [0,1] by

nTrace(i,j)(Sb./Sw) = trace(i,j)
max(trace(1,j),trace(2,j),...,trace(n,j))

. (5)

And w(i,j) is normalized by

w(i,j) = w(i,j)

w(1,j)+w(2,j)+···+w(n,j)
. (6)

In [11], feature fusion is performed on the whole feature sets using Eq. (3),
and wi is given by the recognition accuracy of each original feature set. In [9], the
trace of Sb./Sw is also generated from the whole feature set. In our work, feature
fusion is performed on the sub-features in the same dimension of the original
feature sets sequentially. Thus, we calculate the weight for each dimensional sub-
features rather than on the whole original feature set. This weight determination
at microlevel lets the fused feature more fit to the data.
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2.2 Local Optimal Feature Selection

The local optimal feature selection is to find out the best sub-features at each
level of the decision tree from the original sub-features and the fused sub-features.
Selection is performed based on a classification criterion defined in Eq. (4). The
feature with the maximal classifiable criterion score (MCC) is considered as the
best feature in this level. Since the mechanism of parallel fusion differs from that
of serial fusion, MCC is defined under two conditions:

(1) for original sub-features in the j-th dimension of the i-th feature set, and
the parallel fusion of these original sub-features, MCC is defined by

max(nTrace(i,j)(Sb./Sw) × dA(i,j)); (7)

(2) for the serial fusion of these original sub-features, MCC is defined by
∑n

i=1 nTrace(i,j)(Sb./Sw)×dA(i,j)∑n
i=1 dA(i,j)

. (8)

The reason we define a different MCC for serial fusion is that a new serial
fused feature is created by linking original sub-features sequentially. Then, the
trace of the serial fused feature is the integration of traces of those original sub-
features. As each original sub-feature performs with its own accuracy that is
varied from others, weighting these traces with respect to their accuracies will
more fit to the new feature.

2.3 Sorting of the Feature Vector

The local optimal sub-feature at each tree level form a feature vector going through
the tree from root to leaves. Elements in this feature vector are then sorted in a
descending order according to the MCC score to form the feature set F ′.

2.4 Global Optimal Feature Selection

The global optimal feature selection aims at eliminating the feature redundancy
and removing noisy features from the feature set F ′ generated in Sect. 2.3. It
is a wrapper seeming method which selects features forward from the top to
the bottom. The selected sub-feature at j-th dimension of F ′ will be inserted
into the final discriminate feature set F̂ sequentially. If this feature does not
improve the recognition accuracy of F̂ , then it will be eliminated from F̂ . Since
the sub-features in each dimension is independent with each other, feature elim-
ination here will not affect the discriminative power of the subsequent feature
integration. Please see Fig. 3 for demonstration. After this procedure, the best
discriminate feature set F̂ is obtained for recognition.
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Fig. 3. The forward global feature selection

2.5 Handing with Feature Missing

Apart from intralmodal fusion where multiple features from a single modality
are integrated, our method can also be applied to intermodal fusion (multimodal
fusion), where complementary features from multiple patterns are integrated.
Such a case is Audio Visual Automatic Speech Recognition, where fusing visual
and audio cues can lead to improved performance. One motivation of multimodal
fusion is to solve missing feature problems. If some portion of a feature vector is
missing, other feature vectors should compensate to guarantee the recognition
accuracy. This can be done in the first stage of our feature searching algorithm.
Local feature selection assigns specific weights to different sub-features according
to their discriminative powers, higher discriminative power larger weight. There
usually exits a key feature in the system, such as the RI feature in our experi-
mental system. However, when it is missing in some tree levels, our method will
take other kinds of features into consideration, such as MPCI. Therefore, our
algorithm can still maintain the performance in case of feature missing.

3 Experimental Results and Analysis

3.1 3D Dataset and Feature Extraction

The experiment is performed on the 3D dataset consisting of 38 face classes.
Each face class possesses 10 samples, 9 of which are of various head poses and 1
of different lighting conditions. For each person, 6 samples are selected randomly
and put into the training subset while the other 4 samples are put into the test
subset. Here, 3D face models are represented by triangular meshes. In order
to reduce data size, mesh simplification [19] is used here. The goal of mesh
simplification is to use fewer vertices and fewer triangles to reconstruct the 3D
face model while preserving the shape and feature points as much as possible.
Data ratio is defined by the percent of the data after mesh simplification to
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Fig. 4. Three kinds of facial feature images (a) MPCI, (b) AEI, (c) RI

Fig. 5. Our feature fusion method for 3D face recognition

that before mesh simplification. For each 3D face data, mesh simplification is
performed at 6 levels to get 6 kinds of data files: the file with 100 % data (the
original data file), 50 % data, 25 % data, 12.5 % data, and 6.25 % data.

After data normalization, three kinds of facial feature images are generated
using the method in [17]: the maximal principal curvature image (MPCI), the
average edge image (AEI), and the range image (RI) (see Fig. 4). Feature extrac-
tion based on PCA [17] and LDA [2] is performed to generate three feature sets
to build up the decision tree. The procedure is shown in Fig. 5.

3.2 Performance Analysis

In this section, two experiments are performed to evaluate the efficiency of
our method. In the first experiment, our method is compared with recognition
without fusion (using single feature sets) and recognition using several existing
feature fusion methods. The recognition accuracy of three single feature sets
are calculated first, which are shown in Table 1. The average recognition accu-
racy of these feature sets is used to compare with our method in order to pre-
serve the diversity of features’ performances (see the second column of Table 2).
In [11,14,16], a parallel fusion based on a weighted sum rule defined by Eq. (3)
was developed. We call these recognition rate based weight calculation method
as RRW (see the third column of Table 2). In [17], a modified weight calculation
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Table 1. Recognition accuracies of three single facial feature images based on PCA
and PCA + LDA for data files of six levels, respectively

Data Ratio
Accuracy(%) MPCI AEI RI

PCA PCA+LDA PCA PCA+LDA PCA PCA+LDA
100%(500KB) 92.76 98.03 85.53 96.71 92.76 98.68
75%(375KB) 93.43 98.68 88.82 95.39 93.42 99.34
50%(250KB) 92.11 98.03 85.53 96.05 93.42 99.34
25%(125KB) 92.76 97.37 71.71 95.39 94.08 99.34
12.5%(62KB) 82.24 93.42 50.00 82.24 94.08 98.68
6.25%(31KB) 63.16 92.76 32.24 70.39 88.82 99.34

Table 2. Accuracies of recognition without fusion and that using four feature fusion
methods

Data Ratio
Accuracy(%) Single Feature Feature Fusion

RRW [11] MRRW [17] FLDA [9] DT (our method)
100%(500KB) 97.81 94.74 97.37 98.68 98.68
75%(375KB) 97.80 96.05 98.03 98.68 99.98
50%(250KB) 97.81 98.03 98.68 99.34 99.98
25%(125KB) 97.37 98.03 97.37 98.68 99.98
12.5%(62KB) 91.45 95.39 99.98 98.68 99.98
6.25%(31KB) 87.49 89.47 96.71 98.03 99.34

method was proposed. It was defined as follows:

wi
′ = (10wi − min(�10w1�, �10w2�, . . . �10wn�))2, (9)

wherewi is the recognition accuracy of the i-th original feature set (i = 1, 2, . . . n).
wi

′ is its new weight. We call this method as MRRW (the modified RRW, see
the third column of Table 2). Another feature fusion method gained wide pop-
ularity is the one based on fisher linear discriminate analysis (FLDA) [9]. It
uses the discriminate criterion defined by Sb and Sw. The recognition results of
this method are shown in the fourth column of Table 2. The last column rep-
resents the recognition results using our method. We call our method ’DT’ for
short. Table 2 reveals that our method has a better performance than recognition
using single features and that using the aforementioned feature fusion methods.
It achieves at a remarkable recognition accuracy even when the data file is small.
In addition, comparing the performance of RRW and that without fusion, we can
see that in some cases, recognition using feature fusion even performs worse than
ones without fusion. The reason is that the weights of different features are not
balanced well. Compared to the existing feature fusion methods based on simple
fusion strategies, our method is more likely to find the best discriminate feature
set thanks to its characteristic of taking all the feature combination possibilities
into account and its efficient two-stage feature selection algorithm.

Another three important parameters to evaluate the performance of pat-
tern recognition algorithms are also investigated: the false rejection rate (FRR),
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Fig. 6. ROC curves of four feature fusion methods

Table 3. Recognition accuracies of recognition using single features and feature fusion
methods while portions of RI are missing.

Data Ratio
Accuracy(%) Single Feature Feature Fusion

RI MPCI RRW [11] MRRW [17] FLDA [9] DT (our method)
100%(500KB) 94.08 98.03 94.08 96.05 96.71 98.03
75%(375KB) 94.74 98.68 90.13 94.08 95.39 98.68
50%(250KB) 95.39 98.03 94.08 96.71 96.05 98.03
25%(125KB) 94.74 97.37 94.08 93.42 93.42 98.68
12.5%(62KB) 94.08 93.42 87.49 92.76 90.13 95.39
6.25%(31KB) 94.74 92.76 85.53 92.76 86.84 96.05

the false acceptance rate (FAR), and the equal error rate (EER). The ROC
curves plot log (FAR) against log (FRR) of those aforementioned four feature
fusion methods in Fig. 6. ROC curves are plotted by log(FAR) against log(FRR)
because it makes the relationship of FAR and FRR clearer than conventional
ROC diagrams. We can see that EER of our method approximately equals to 0.
It is smaller than that of other feature fusion methods. This suggests that our
method obtains a very satisfactory performance not only in recognition accuracy
but also in FAR, FRR.

The second experiment is performed to verify that our method can deal with
missing feature problems. RI is the key feature in the first experiment since it
achieves a higher recognition accuracy than MPCI and AEI (see Table 1). In this
experiment, we randomly remove portions (20 %) of RI features of some samples
(10 % samples). Table 3 shows the comparative result. In the first three rows, the
performance of our method keeps the same as using MPCI alone. The reason
is that the missed portions have seriously downgraded the discrimination of RI,
and affected results of other three feature fusion methods. Comparatively, MPCI
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Fig. 7. Recognition accuracies of the methods in Table 3 with and without missing
features, where solid curves represent recognition accuracy without missing features
and dot lines represent that method with missing features (Color figure online).

rises to the first priority comparing with other fused features in each dimension.
Thus, our method assigns larger weight to MPCI and selects it alone to perform
recognition. That is why our method has the same performance as MPCI. In the
next three rows, our method performs better than other all. Because the mesh
simplification in MPCI is significant (the data ratio is no greater than 25 %), and
also seriously downgrades the discrimination of MPCI. Then, our method uses
the generated new features under this case. In Table 3, as other feature fusion
methods are not capable of rebalancing the weights after feature missing, their
performances downgrade significantly. Figure 7 plots the recognition accuracy
curves of all methods before and after feature missing. It clearly shows that the
degeneration affected by feature missing of our method (red line) is the least.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a hybrid filter-wrapping method is proposed based on decision-tree
for the fusion of multiple feature sets. This work has four contributions: 1. It
combines two kinds of feature selection methods: filter and wrapper together
using a two-stage feature searching algorithm to ensure efficiency and effective-
ness of finding the best discriminate feature set. This strategy develops the
advantages of filters and wrappers while avoiding their shortcomings meanwhile;
2. Our method takes all possibilities of feature combinations into account includ-
ing the original features, the serial fusion of original features, and the parallel
fusion of original features. This characteristic makes our method more likely to
find out the optimal feature vector than literature feature fusion methods which
treat serial fusion and parallel fusion separately; 3. To ensure the performance of
parallel fusion, we designed a new weight calculation method which takes both
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the trace and the dimensional recognition accuracy into consideration; 4. The
two-stage algorithm has an ability to solve missing feature problems.

Our feature fusion method has been evaluated by 3D face recognition. Exper-
imental results show that our method outperforms methods using single features
and other feature fusion approaches in [9,11,17], respectively. The EER of our
method approximately equals zero, which shows that our method achieves at a
very satisfactory performance.

Acknowledgement. This work is supported by: JSPS Grants-in-Aid for Scientific
Research C (No.15K00236).
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